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* * * * *

Historically, many law and business schools offer general business ethics courses,
yet few offer ethics courses specifically geared toward tax specialists. And while there
could be many reasons for that (for example, lack of student interest), one likely cause
has been the absence of a suitable textbook for tax professors to use. With the
publication of Regulation of Federal Tax Practice, by Linda Galler and Michael B. Lang,
it appears those days are over.

It is probably not mere coincidence that this textbook is making its appearance
now. Never in the history of the code and Circular 230 has so much attention been
paid to the role of tax practitioners and the need to keep them in check. Indeed, the
Office of Professional Responsibility has recently doubled its number of agents and is
anticipated to continue to grow; as a practical matter, this means that even more tax
practitioners are going to come under scrutiny and be called to task for falling short of
their ethical duties and responsibilities. Help is needed; this book addresses that need.

That textbook covers the most important areas of a tax practitioner's ethical
concerns. The authors divide their book into the following six chapters: (1) Sources of
Professional Regulation; (2) Tax Return Preparation and Advice; (3) Transactional
Planning and Advice; (4) Client Confidentiality and Evidentiary Privileges; (5) State
Regulatory Issues; and (6) Malpractice and Other Civil Liability. The authors then
subdivide each chapter into manageable subparts addressing the relevant issues at
hand. Throughout the textbook, references are made to the code, Circular 230, the
Model Rules, the Statement on Standards for Tax Services, and numerous other ethical
guidelines (the vast majority of which can be readily found in the book's useful appendix).

Armed with the new textbook, I decided to offer a new three-credit tax ethics course
as part of my school's masters of taxation program. Initially, I was scared that the
textbook would be targeted more to a law school audience (since it is written by two
law school professors), and most of my students were CPAs. Much to my pleasant
surprise, however, the textbook's intended audience apparently includes both
accountants and attorneys, with virtually equal time given to both sets of practitioners.
(In retrospect, the course could have easily been two credits, but to augment the
course's practical utility, I thought it was important to have guest speakers.)
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The textbook's strengths and weaknesses are easy to pinpoint. Aside from the
clarity of organization and careful selection of case material, the textbook's fundamental
strength undoubtedly rests in its practical, highly relevant questions, strategically placed
throughout each chapter. Sometimes textbooks contain arcane questions that while
heuristic in nature, are utterly impractical.This textbook is just the opposite: Its examples
are practical in nature, evidencing that its authors are immersed in practice themselves,
had the assistance of others who are so immersed, or a combination of both. Students
who struggle with discerning the answers to these problems will no doubt be the
benefactors of that struggle. In responding to the problems posited, professors have
the luxury of using a well-prepared teacher's manual that shares the authors'
perspectives and supplies proposed solutions.

The textbook has few flaws. In the next edition, the authors should consider
including an overview of the Kovel decision and the impact it has had on attorney-client
privilege. And as the uncertain tax position schedule takes shape and evolves, the
authors will have to address the changing nature of tax practitioners' compliance
obligations. Another item the authors may consider including is a 45-minute podcast
from OPR that overviews its role in keeping tax practitioners in line.

In general, teaching a new course is never easy.Without a good textbook, teaching
a new course -- particularly on tax -- is virtually impossible. Fortunately, with the
introduction of Regulation of Federal Tax Practice, academics who want to offer a
service to their students and the larger practitioner community now have a tool at hand
that will make their lives (and the lives of their students) much easier.
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